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SIGMUND SPAETH'S CONVER.SA· 
tion about music brought consolation and 
satisfaction to me for 1 am one of those 
who love music, yet ·know nothing about 
it technically. Beine 
thus handicapped I 
have carried about an 
inferiority complex, for 
I have had it rubbed In· 
to me that I am a hope, 
less ciutsider, permitted 
to g• at a respecUul 
pistaiice upon the delec-
Jtable viands displayed 
on a well-spread table, 
but forever debarred 
from tasting their deli-
cious flavor, which IS 
reserved fOJ' the select Dadll 
few wb.om the goda have endowed with 
musical super-sensibility. 
* * • 
DR. SPAETH HAS EXPLODED THI~ 
idea, for he tells me that I am one of 
some 130,000,000 Americans whose musi-
cal eqfP.ment is very similar to my own, 
the nfikr of persons who can qualify 
as real ~ or technically grounded 
lovers of music being limited to about 1 
per cent of the nation's population. That 
being the case I can stick out my chest 
1n the consciousness that musically I am 
very much like my neighbors, and if some-
one sneers at me for enjoying a simple 
melody, I can say: "Well, what of it? 
What business ls it of yours? I have a 
right to enjoy what I like, and I'm going 
to do ft. 
* * * AN ACCOMPLISHED MUS IC I AN 
hlmselL Dr. Spaeth by no means scorns 
the ktiid of music appreciation which 
many c,f us are unable to share. On the 
contrary, he Jtno s, and says, that there 
1s incalculable value and ldlp1 ~tlsfac-
tlon in that understan~ or musio-
which, through natural talent and inten-
sive training, enables one to appreciate 
and enjoy shades of color and form in 
music which escape the uninitiated, to 
identify instantly this or that brief pass-
age from a great symphony, and to dis-
criminate unerringly in the technic of 
composer and performer. But all that 11 
for the few. And no one need hesitate to 
admit that he does not belo~ to that 
charged circle or practice the contempt-
ible snobbery of posing falsely as one of 
Its members. 
* * * IN '1ANY RESPECTS MUSIC RE-
sembla literature. ~wrote: "Some 
books are to be tasted, others to i,e swal• 
lowed, and some few to be chewed and 
diP-ested." And some are torn to bits just 
to see what makes them tick. Dr. Lyman 
Abbott once wrote that he had mentioned 
to a sophisticated young friend a book 
that he was· reading. "What do you read 
It for?" asked the friend. Dr. Abbott was 
rnystlfled and asked that the question be 
explained. "Do you read ft for style, or 
for information, or what?" asked the girl. 
1'I read it," was the reply, "because I like 
tt.'' 
MANY ~OUNG PERSONS · HA VE 
been subjec:;ted to an approach to litera-
ture which induced in them a hatred of 
literat~~ from which they never recover-
ed. Before being given an 011portt1nity to 
read and enjoy they have been dry, taste-
less facts about literature and literary 
people. They have been expected to dis-
sect and analyze the flower before enjoy-
ing its beauty and. tragt-ance, and before 
their clinical study was completed, beau-
ty and fragrance for them were gone. 
* * * 
I ONCE HEARD A VIOLINIST SEV· 
erely criticized because of tHe manner in 
which he handled h• b(>w. The player's 
wrist, said the critic, was not properly 
flexible. Maybe, it wasn't, but I didn't 
know the difference. To me· the sounds 
that he got fl'Om that fiddle were com-
pletely satisfying, I was interested in the 
sound, not in the manner in which it was 
produced. I read a book and enjoy it. 
Someone tells me that It isn't artistic, 
that it doesn't meet certain technical re-
quirements that somebody has prescribed. 
·1 don't care a hoot. Like Dr. Abbott, I 
read it because I like it. Similarly, I like 
the kind of music that I like, and I ex-
pect to go on likblg it. I wish I were able 
to appreciate mUOh music that ls com 
pletely beyond me, but . ecause I am not 
I shail not deny myself he satisfaction 
of enjoying that which I n appreciate. 
A FEW YEARS AGO THERE AS A 
fair prospect for the }VOrld-wide atloption 
of the so-called world calendar within a 
short time. Of late little has been heard 
of the proposed change, 
but the subject has by 
no means been aban~ 
oned. The World Calen-
dar association main-
tains its organization, 
. and occasionally one 
sees evidence of its ac-
tivity. An Independence 
day message has just 
been sent out by its 
president, who urges 
that this Fourth of July 
be a day rededicc1;ted to Davies. 
the principles of free-
dom and democracy. Rather curiously, 
the president of the society, Miss Eliza-
beth Achelis, of New York, asks that on 
this occasion America's voice shall "ring 
out with courage and conviction for this 
new order of time-the World Calendar-
based on the pattern of democracy, and 
let our country carry forward the cause 
of freedom." 
* * * 
.IT IS A LITrLE DIFFICULT TO SEE 
just what connection there is between 
:freedom and democracy and changing the 
calendar. The enthusiastic president ex-
plains that under the :new calendar ''every 
individual time unit, the day, week, month 
and quarter-year or season, is free to 
function within its own field; all are co-
equal with one another, and all combine 
and co-operate in forming one whole and 
complete calendar." "Here," she says, "is 
another example of democracy.'' 
* * * 
THAT IS ALL VERY PRETTY, AND 
It must have taken a lively imagination 
to figure it. out, but it . doesn't appear 
that our present antiquated and clumsy 
calendar obstructs the processes of dem-
ocracy very much. We shall probably 
worry along with it, at least until the war 
is over. If it had not been for the war the 
:riew calendar might, perhaps, have been 
in force by this time. Actually it was 
· hoped, and with some reason, · that it 
would be generally adopted by January 
1, 1939, as that year began on Sunday and· 
the change could be effected with the 
]east possible disturbance. But in tl}.e 
years immediately preceding 1939 clouds 
of war hung heavy over the world and 
ttention was directed to matters of more 
immediate and vital importance than cal-
endar changes. 
·* * * 
lUST TO KEEP THE SUBJECT 
fresh, the world calendar provides for a 
system in which any given day of th 
month will fall on the same day of th 
week perpetually, and that all the quar.t 
ers shall be of equal length, together 
with some other obviously advantageous 
features. Each quarter will consist of two 
months of 30 days and one of 31 days. 
To take care ·of the 365th day there will 
be one day between the last of December 
and the first of January known as "year 
day," which will not be considered a d~y 
of the month or week. In leap year a 
similar day will be inserted between June 
and July. The plan was approved by the 
Leagu~ of Nations and by many public, 
business, scientific and religious bodies, 
but there is small prospect that we shall 
take time out to give the subject serious 
consideration while we have· a war on our 
hands. 
* * * 
THE ROBIN IS A PUGNACIOUS 
bird in its attitude toward other small 
feathered creatures, but it doesn't often 
attack a human being. But Superintendent 
Schroeder has one in tree at his home 
that has developed unusual ferocity. 
While it was building its nest the bird 
was no bolder than robins usually are, 
but since its young were hatched whoev-
er app:roaches the nest does so at his 
peril. It actually peck~d Mr. Schroeder 
on the arm when he approached too near. 
* * * 
THEN THERE IS THE GRACKLE 
that flies savagely at ,arly morning ped-
estrians on Walnut street. l haven't 
l~arned whether that ird has a nest in 
t e vicinity, but proba y it has. 

. :PROBABLY I HAYE ABOUT THE 
average degree of curiosity. I like to 
know what's going on, and why. I should 
like to know what presidents and pre-
miers talk about when 
they meet, and just 
what is to be the next 
move in .the war. But 
I do not join in the 
criticism of political 
and military leaders 
for keeping their own 
counsel when matters 
of state and grand 
strategy · are u n d e r 
consideration. If s·ome 
o'jl the criticisms that 
have been made are to 
be · tak~n at their face value the world 
$1\ould have been informed some weeks 
ago that Molotov· was about to visit 
Washington to talk things over with 
}?resident Roosevelt, and when the two 
men met their conversations should 
Jiave been megaphoned to the public. 
Churchill's meeting with Roosevelt should 
Jij,{ewise ha Ve been broadcast, and con-
ferences between the heads of govern-
ments and their departmei;it heads 
thould be given full publicity. 
. * * * l • 
· 'EVEN IN PRIVATE BUSINESS 
lnings are not conducted in that way. 
;Always before decisions are reached a 
few men meet and exchange opinions; 
tentative suggestions are made, examin-
ed and often abandoned; and discussion 
among· the few heads to the formulation 
of plans which may or may not oe ac-
cepted by those whose business it is to 
·q~cide. But the preliminaries are neces-
sarily private. Much more neces~ary is 
it that conferences be held in private 
;\Vhen they relate to the tremendous 
issues of war. We can't conduct the 
:war like a town meeting. Somebody must 
make decisions and assume responsibility 
for them, and it will be well if the rest 
of us curb our impatience as well as we 
(!an while important decisions are being 
made .. 
* * * 
A FRIEND SAID TO ME: ''I HAVE 
just been talking to Blank, and he's hav-
ing an awful time. He has the idea that 
the sole purpose of th s war should be to 
enable him to make more money in his 
business, and because it isn't working 
out that way he's sore. Actually, he 
isn't making a~ much money as usual, 
and he wants something done about it." 
Fortunately that attitude is not general, 
but examples of it are to be found here 
and there. Those who feel that way are 
in for a long period of disappointment. 
We are in this war in order that the man 
above quoted, with all others may be 
free to exercise the right to think and 
speak and act, to conduct his business 
according to his best judgment and the 
limits of his capacity, and to derive from 
it the legitimate rewards of his own in .. 
dustry and enterprise. 
* * * 
THOSE RIGHTS ARE BEING MEN .. 
aced by gigantic force. In their defense 
sacrifices are being made and blood is be-
ing shed. For the time being business is 
not as usual, nor should anyone expect 
it to be. No man should expect to benefit 
financially from the war any more than 
he should expect to benefit from flood, 
fire or earthquake. 
* * * IT SEEMS THAT THE TASK OF OB· 
taining a birth certificate is wrapped up 
in needles~ quantity of red tape. Of 
course all births ought to be registered 
when and where they occur, and if they 
were it would be a fairly simple matter 
to obtain a certificate. But not all births 
were · registered, and in many cases there 
are no written records of any kind to 
prove the fact of birth, nor are there 
living persons who can testify to the 
fact of their own knowledge. 
* * * IN SUCH A CASE WHAT IS TO BE 
done? The individual is here. Manifestly 
he was born. He has been known for 
years as a resident of his community and 
the fact of his birth there is generally 
accepted and has never been questioned. 
All the presumptive evidence is in his 
favor. Then why not _issue, him a certifi-
cate on the strength of that evidence in-
stead of demanding things which are of· 
ten impossible. If it be objected that ' 
evidence based on common reputation 
may prove untrustworthy, one inay reply 
that any evidence may prove false. De-
clarants may be mistaken about any-
thing. And if by chance some person who 
is known to have lif es practically all his 
life in the United States is given a cer-
tificate describing him as American~born 
when in fact he was born in Scotland, 
or Poland, or elsewhere, what harm is 
done? The testhnony of credible wit-
nesses should be accepted in the al;>sence 
of evidence to the contrary. 
DALE HARIUSON IN HIS 'SUNl)AY 
1<>lumn over in .the other co~r, told o:f 
~e multipilclty of taxes that' pec,ple have 
,0 pay and said there are only two or 
three months in tM 
year when the pe6ple of 
r,Jew York City do not 
)lave to pay taxes. Jte 
teferred, not to $µch 
Imposts as the sales 
ax, which is paid with 
every purchase, 01' to 
those invisible 
which are incJ.'-··.,,1i;.-,~::... 
the price of good§, but 
to those which are ~aid 
at definitely prescribed 
times. 
Harrison's list is an Davlea 
,ppalling one, but to the tqpayera t}lere 
Is some comfort in the thought that 'feW 
persons, if any, have to pay all the taxes 
that he lists. Chec'ldng over the taxes 
that a Grand Forks man has to pay I find 
that the list of tax dates ls not sq "1Y 
large :for the private lndtviciU:al w bot 
aubject to businps d aftnUaJ' taxe~ 
tthere a1'e ~ t..,_ !ll1'ltl o~ C$.P' pa 
on the s~I by if he has funds where-
with ~ ~ them. Th$ arJ! th~ f ,ral 
tticome tax, state incmhe tax i.nd ge 
tax tor state, countY. and local purposes. 
These may be pai(l periodically, but,; ~ey 
may also be paid by writing three- cfiecks 
In the same day. The license tax on one's 
ear may be paid on January 1, and the 
federal stamp car stax on July 1, and 
Miose are all. The person who .operates 
business, of course, is in a dl:fferent sit-
11ation. Charges for clur '¥,ter, telepho,ne 
end electricity ot :taliU, but pay. 
anent for a CQmmodlty or service. 
* * 
IN ANOTHER SUNDAY COLUMN 
Pearson and Allen told of the undignified 
&havior of Senator O'Dan(el of aa in 
his campaign for re-election, who seems 
. have adopted ~ the-, pJteap tin-horn 
methods that he could lMi\k 6f to com-
mend himself to the voters tor another 
term. The mall has just broup me a 
Glipping from the Congressional Record 
carrying the text of remarls:s py Senator 
lender of Louisiana. 'Phe t:..ouislana 
aenato( exhibited a rJJbber do]J. which he 
said he bad :received troni a ~118f·old 1trl 
ill his stat ~ her contribution t he rub-
ber campaJgff. He read .., letter purport-
:fng to have been written i)y the child, 
but which was manifestly the work of 
an older person, but was mawkisply sen-
timental, and quoted ve11batim the inscrip-
Wm scra\Vled an the dotri; ln\ltds- and feet. 
With the clipping came this eomment 
i-om the friend who sent it: 
"Isn't this a hell of a .note for a member 
of the 'greatest deliberative body in the 
world?'" 
That about covers it for both Senator 
!llender and Senator O'Daniel. 
* * * THERE IS A SORT 01' INFANTILE 
· ch seems to be shared by 
tl:i~ imbecile wh() has been doing stunts 11'1 
an airplane over the ctty o:f Grand Forkt 
for several evenings ln succession. I sup, 
pose the performer has been the sarn~ 
on the several occaslonJ, I hope there isn't 
more than one of him. There are a few 
persons who, probably, wfll never grow 
up, who imagine that an airplane is a toy, 
~ who, when they get in ;the a1r can't 
~ the temptatloJt to play with it, re-
p~s of the quiet, comfort and safety 
ot other people. Occasionally this results 
in somebody being kil,led, but that doesn't 
stop it. 
* * * 
I SUPPOSt THERE HA VE ALWAYS 
been such cases of perverted humor. Prob-
ably as long as there have been boats 
there have been fools who thought it a 
cute trick to rock them. In the horse-and• 
buggy days a famiUar :figure was the 
comedian who raced his horse pell-mell 
down the village streets anct enjoyed see-
ing <:hicke~ doss and children scamper-
• opt at htl ~y. SQ;JUtimes they didn't 
('lite get out o:f -the way. The early bi-
cycle ~ys had their scorchers w o per-
formed ln a similar manner. e are 
still nit-wits who drive Cffl at break-
tieck speed through city streets, with 
horns screaming a warning to people to 
get QUt of the way. And now a few of 
such hum~rlsts have taken to the air. It's 
a pity that every city and village hasn't 
an anti-aircraft ou,Wt. · 
ACCORDING TO A WASHINGTON 
tory those of us who drink tea will IOon 
be getting the material for that beverage 
in a roundabout manner. The British gov-
errunent, we are told, is 
to buy all the tea for 
both Britain and the 
United States. That in· 
tended for this country 
will be sold to the Am-
erican government, 
which will apportion it 
to domestic distributors 
on the basis of their 
needs. The retail trade 
will be supplied as us-
ual from those distribu-
tors. According to pres-
ent plans, and on the 
asis of present prices, our government 
and that of Britain as well will have to 
write off some losses. In both countries 
maximum retail prices are fixed, and the 
world price Is about 5 cents higher than 
the price at which it would be possible 
to retail within the legal limit. The two 
1overnments, therefore, are expected to 
stand the resultani loss. 
• • • 
ONE OF THE WAR'S DEVELOP· 
ments is the use of nettles for the manu-
facture of paper. Farmers in Scotland 
are planting nettles for that purpose and 
an Edinburgh firm offers t uy 1,000 
tons of nettles at a price whlieh"jn Ameri-
ean terms would be abmtt $«> a ton. 
Someone suggests that paper made from 
nettles would be suftable for books of a 
severely critical nature. Has anyone 
thought of the thistle for this purpose? 
* * • 
DOES THE LADY IN ONE OF THE 
old songs intend to hang her heart or her 
harp on a weeping-willow tree? Ann 
Brooks h~ wr:ltten 4l book entitled "Hang 
My Heart. The title, she says, is taken 
:from a Up Ju the old song, "There ts a 
tavern in the town." Most of us have un-
derstood that the mournful lady in the 
song intended to hang her harp on the 
tree, but Miss Brooks says she heard i 
the other way. I think her friends mus 
have got the line twisted. In the Kin 
James version the _psalmist says "We 
hanged our harps upon the willows." And 
what more- appropriate gesture of sad-
ness could there be? However, if Miss 
Brooks wishes to have somebody hang 
her heart on a tree she is quite. welcome. 
* * * 
OFF AND ON I &A VE READ MANY 
mystery stories and have enjoyed m 
of them, although some of them have ex· 
asperated me by the tomplicaticms and · 
impossibilities which the authors hav ... J 
dragged in by the ears. The Sherloctl?,: 
Holmes stories ~e g~neritlly consfderF\ 
to stand at the head of mystery storie 
and I have devoured a lot of them, to m. 
great enjoyment. But even Conan Doyl 
hasn't avoided the unnatural and artl!i 
cial. In the current number of the Read-
er's Digest there is reproduced one of 
the old Sherlock Holmes stories, "The Ad· 
venture of the Speckled Band," which in 
my former reading I had overlooked. 
Having read it now, I consider it very 
poor stuff, with d,ue respect to the mem-
ory of Conan Doyle. The method employ-
ed by the villain for his intended murders 
places too strong a strain on the reader's 
sredu'lity. 
PROBABLY THE' CONAN DOYLE 
story to which reference Is most fre-
quently made' Is "The Hound of the Bas-
kervilles." It's many years since I .read 
it, but I have never had for it the admil"*· 
tlon which many otl\ets have expressed. 
It has seemed to me that in order to ex-
ploit the deductive skill of his hero, the 
author had imagined utterly impossible 
conditions. It's a fine thing that not all 
of us like the same things In books. If 
we did, and the authors wrote to fit the 
universal taste, what monotony there 
would be in literaturet 
* * • 
A NOTE ON THE HABITS OF OWLS 
reminds me of a belief current in my 
boyhood that if one moves in a circle 
around a perched owl the bird wlll follow 
the person with its eyes, turning its head 
until it wr:lngs its own neck. I tried it a 
time or two with an owl perched on 
stump. I made the cireuit many times, an 
the owl never took its eyes off me, so fa 
as I could see, but it didn't wring its neck 
I couldn't figure out why. 

"TOM SA WYER" WAS AND IS ONE 
of my favorite books, though I have not 
read it for years. In my teens I d~voured 
jt and most of its incidents are still fresh 
' in my mind. The book 
appealed to me as a boy 
· because it seemed that 
it might have been 
written of my own 
. neighborhood and my 
own companions. It had 
in it the elements of 
the universal. 
Often I have thought 
of r e - r e a di n g "Tom 
Sawyer," but I haven't 
done it. Perhaps I n~ver 
shall. I am a Ii ttle 
Davies. afraid to tackle it. Mark 
Twain has been written about and analyz-
ed as few oher men have been. He had 
the quality of' genius, and genius invites 
examination in order that we may dis-
covere wherein and why it differs from 
mediocrity. Not only has the character of 
Mark Twain been examined with micro-
scopic care, but his writings have been 
searched for evidences of purpose and for 
indications of the philosophy to which he 
was committed and which he wished to 
teach. 
* * * 
ALL OF THIS IS INTERESTING, AND 
aoubtless some of it is valuable. But if I 
were to read "Tom Sawyer" again, and 
while doing so should feel that · all 
through the book the writer is trying to 
expound a social philosophy, that he is 
trying to teach me something, that be-
tween the lines runs the record of a life 
pf frustration, much o{ the flavor of the 
pook. that once delighted me would be 
lost. 
* * * 
I PREFER TO THINK OF THE BOOK 
,s a rollicking story of boyish ambition 
•nd adventure, melodramatic in spots, it 
~ true, but in the main a faithful inter-
pretation of human nature in its forma-
tive period. Tom Sawyer and his com-
panions thought and acted much as the 
boys whom I knew thought and acted, 
md with due deference to the analysts I 
~ling to the belief that Mark Twain wrote 
the book out of the fullness of his own 
tnowledge of boy life and because in him 
'11e habit of story telling was irrepres-
lible. I think he would have been great-
f surprised to learn that in it he had bee~ 
!Xpounding a philosophy. 
* * * 
IF THE PARK AUTHORITIES AP-
'
rove • curtain ls to be h un.e: in front of - I 
Coney island to screen the view of its 
lights from the sea. According to plans 
the curtain is to be 18 feet high and four 
blocks long. Its estimated cost is $50,000, 
and its cost will be defrayed by local taxa-
tion. Local taxpayers are said to approve 
the project, as they are confronted with 
the · choice' between that and having their 
business curtailed by the dimming of 
lights. Conceivably a curtain 18 feet high 
may screen the lights from submarines 
and surface vessels, but what's to hinder 
the pilot of a plane from looking over the 
top? 
. * . * * 
A NEWS DISPATCH FROM MALTA, 
Montana, suggests that there are fortunes 
to be made in the raising of Angora rah-· 
bits for their fur. According to the story 
The wartime demand for Angora wool 
to line mittens, helmets and socks for 
high-altitude fliers and other wartime 
needs has sent the price of the rabbit wool 
skyrocketing to $5.35 a pound for No. 1 
grade. 
A female Angora rabbit, the breeders 
said, will produce about $5 worth of wool 
and will have an average of 21 youngsters 
a year who will do likewise. 
* * * 
GEORGE MILLER, ONE OF THE LO-
cal breeders, said that .his Angora rabbits 
make hirri a net annual profit of $46.35 
each after paying all costs of feeding and 
raising and that his profits on a small in-
vestment soared to 1,500 per cent in a 
year. 
The adult Angora rabbits are sheared 
five times a year and yield an average of 
14 ounces of wool. 
* * * 
BEFORE PLUNGING HEADLONG 
into the rabbit business one may usefully 
reflect on what happened to the Belgian 
hare craze of a few years ago. 
IN HER BOOK "PAUL REVERE AND 
the world he lived in," Esther Forbfll 
lells how a lock of Washington's ha(r 
came to be preserved among the precious 
relics of the Masonic 
order of which the first 
president had long been 
a member. The grand 
lodge instructed Paul 
Revere and two others 
to write a letter of con• 
dolence to Mrs. Wash· 
lngton asking that she 
permit a lock of her 
husband's hair to be 
kept in an urn to be 
provided for that pur· 
pose. The request was 
granted, and Revere Dllvtea 
prepared the receptacle, a beautifully 
worked creation of gold, smaller than a 
pepper shaker, and in that little contain· 
er a lock of Washington's hair is kept. 
* * * THE PHRASE ''TOO LITTLE AND 
1oo late" has become a familiar expres· 
slon of late. It was used by Lloyd George 
1n a spe,ech condemning the Chamberlain 
govern nt for dilatoriness in dealing 
with Germany, and many have supposed 
that It was originated by the fiery little 
Welshman. Someone hat: discovered that 
1t is several yea111 older than this war. In 
an article In Curent History In 1935 AI· 
Ian Nplnl wrote: 
* * * "THE FORMER ALLIES BLUNDER· 
ed in the past by offering Germany too 
little and offering even that little too 
late." 
* * • NEVADA, SMALLEST STATE IN THE 
union In population, stands first in the list 
of states for quanity of old rubber col-
lected and turned in for use by the gov-
ernment. Probably the people of Nevada 
)lave been energetic in collecting old rub-
ber, and for that they are entitled to com-
mendation. Probably, also, they had more 
old rubber lying around lose than those 
ef other states had. 
* * * 
AS A RULE THE DRIVE YIELDED 
ptore rubber per capita in the sparsely 
settled states than in the more populous 
Dnes. The reason for that is, apparently, 
"1at dealers in the populous centers have 
been collecting rubber right along for re- ' 
processing, the quantity available to 
lhem making it worth while. On the other 
~and, the rubber available to the dealer 
In 'the 8'1)all village consisted ol'tly of an 
tccaslonal olcl tire. The volume was too 
amall to be of any use. Therefore old tires 
were allowed to accumulate on farms and 
,n back lots. When the drive came along 
lbere was an object in digging up that 
•Id stuff. 
* * * 
MOST OF THE BEST OLD RUBBER 
I In used inner tubes. The rubber itself 
II of good qualtty, and it ls relatively free 
trom extraneous material. It can be used 
or many purposes for which other rub-
ier ls unsuitable. I have been tpld that a 
iew- dealers have been sorting but Inner 
ubes from the general mass of the col-
ectlons and Intending to hold It for a 
,rice of 5 cents a pound. The scheme 
ieems to have failed. The overnmant will 
pay $25 per ton and no more- for waste 
rubber, inner tubes included. The dealers 
can sell at that price, or they may keep 
the tubes, temporarily, and one of these 
days the government will step in and 
take them, whether or not. It is always 
a pleasure to see a scheme like that kick 
back on the fellow who starts it in order 
to put something over on the government. 
* * * 
THOSE STRAWBERRIES TO WHICH 
I referred the other day and which came 
from the Loudenback nursery, are of a 
special variety originated at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota. They have not yet been 
named. Mr. Loudenback has only a few 
plants, and from these he ls training run• 
ners for new plants, and he expects to 
have a marketable supply another year. 
Mr. Loudenback says that the finest ber-
ries harvested from his regular commer-
cial plot are picked from among big 
weeds. Heavy rains In the spring flooded 
that part of the ground so that it was 
impossible to do any weeding until the 
season was well advanced. The berries 
there are much better than the others. 
Those who have picked wild strawberries 
know that the largest berries are usually 
found where they have at least partial 
shade from trees or moderately tall grass. 
One of the pleasant acompanlments of 
the Fourth of July u,ed to be new pota-
toes, green peas and shortcake made with 
wild strawberries. What a meal! 

MRS. JANET E. FERGUSON OF 
Grand Forks suggests that as I lived in 
Canada many years ago I must remember 
the Fenian rebellion, which in one para-
graph of her letter she 
lnadv e r t e n tl y calls 
Riel's rebellion. The 
Riel disturbances, of 
course, were in westel'n 
Canada, in what are 
now the provinces oi 
Manitoba, S a s k atche-
wan and Alberta, and 
which were not related 
to the lrenlan raids in 
the east. Mrs. Ferau-
son writes: 
"We children were 
d tiff h Davies, scare s wen we . , 
heard the ccy 'The Fenians are coming 
probably raised by someone to see the 
children run. 
"Oo you remember the song that was 
sung at that time? The tune was catchy, 
and it became very popular. I remember 
only one verse: 
Tratnp, tramp, tramp, the boys are march-
ing, 
Cheer up, comrades as you roam, 
For beneath the Union Jack 
We will driv~ the Fenians back 
And we'll fight ,for our beloved Canadian 
home. 
* * * 
"I WAS PLAYING IT THIS MORN· 
ing "' continues Mrs. Ferguson, "and I 
tho~ght it could easily be changed to flt 
the present situation, something like this: 
For beneath the Union flag 
We will drive the Nazis back, 
And we'll fight for our beloved American 
home. 
* * * 
THE SONG TO WHICH MRS. FERGQ-
aon refers is really an adaptation of an old 
American Civil War song, the words sup-
posedly expressing the thoughts of a 
young Union soldier µa • Confederate pri· 
son camp. The?'& are many versions of 
the song, the tlrst stanza and chorus of 
one readine as follows: 
In the prison cell I sit, 
Thinking, Mother, dear, of you, 
And our bright and happy }lome so !ar 
away; · 
And the tears they fill my eyes 
Spite of all that I can do, 
Though I try to cheer my comrades and 
be gay. 
Chorus. 
Tramp, tramp, tramp, the boys are march-
Jna~ 
Cheer up, comrades, they will come, 
And beneath the starry flag 
We shall breathe the air again . 
Of the free land in our own beloved home. 
* * * 
THOSE WORDS ARE CLEARLY CIVIL 
war words. As to the tune I have no 
knowledge. The music may have been 
written during the war, or, like the music 
to which we sing "The Star Spangled 
Banner," it may have been in more or leY 
familiar use long before these particular 
words were written for it. The song was 
a popular one in the years immediately 
tollowtn the C!Vil -war, and when the 
first Fenian raid occurred, in 1866, it was 
quite natural that the words which Mrs. 
Ferguson quotes should be fitted to the 
air. I heard those or similar words sung 
to it many times in my boyhood. 
* * * 
THE FENIAN DISTURBANeES LAST• 
ed four years or more, beginning with the 
raid across the Niagara river in 1868. 
'lbe Fenian organization was formed by 
Irllh agitators whQ sought to separate 
Ireland froqi British rule, and as a means 
to that end they undertook to promote 
hostilities against the British government 
in many pa of the empire, directing 
the Jriajor part of their activities to Cana-
da. The "invasion" of 1866 was a futile 
one, the raiders, some 800 in number, be· 
ing routed by a battalion of Canadian vol· 
unteers, the remnant of the outfit sur-
rendering to an American lake ship. 
There were outcroppingll of Fenian activ-
ity for several years, and as a precau-
tion several JP..'OUJ>' of British regulars 
were 'Stationed at points from which the 
border could readily be reached. I re-
member well how I admired the red coats 
of the soldiers who were stationed at 
Brantford. 
* * * 
I KNOW THAT I HAVE MENTIONED 
before that Judge Kneeshaw, veteran 
North Dakota jurist, who, as a boy of 15 
or 16, lived at Parts, Ontario in 1866, 
wangled his way into the company of Pa-
ris volunteers and saw service in check-
ing the raid. Long ago he was awarded a 
medal by ttte Canadian government for 
}\is services in tha~ disturbance. 

"THE GREATEST MAN IN CANADA'' AFOE'S LIFE HAS BEEN\ 
Is the title of an article in the June issue largely ne of disappointment and frus-
of Fortune by Bruce Hutchinson, of the tration. !An ardent advocate of the widest 
tVancouver Sun. The article is an appre- possible freedom of trade, he saw his own 
ciation of J hn Wesley country adopt a protective tariff and in 
Dafoe, veteran editor of the name of imperialism . deject recipro-
the Win nip e g Free city with the United States. A thorough 
Press. It outlines the believer in the League of Nations as a 
career of a boy born to potent instrument for peace and progress, 
the rough life of a farm he saw the League weakened by the ab-
in the upper Ottawa sence of the United States from its mem-
valley of whom the bi- bership and still f.urther by the unwilling-
ographer now writes: ness of its members to accept the neces-
"Today, at 76, John sary responsibilities of membership. Sens-
Wesley Dafoe, editor of ing as few other men sensed the meaning 
the Winnipeg Free of Japan's conquest of Manchuria, of It-
Press, is the most rep- aly's conquest of Ethiopia, and . of the 
resentative living Cana- emergence of Hitler as the leader of Ger-
dian, and, as the writ- Davies. many, he urged preparation for the war 
ten record abundantly proves, the wisest. which he saw coming, but the democra-
He is more than that. The record will cies were busy with other matters, were 
hardly show a journalist, writing in Eng- incredulous, and put their faith in poli-
lish, who saw so clearly and so early the cies of appeasement and are now paying 
drift of mankind toward a new synthe- for the negligence the price of another 
sis or a new ruin; who struggled so long war. 
for a discarded idea, and has . been so * * * 
richly vindicated by events." BUT DR. pAFOE'S LIFE HAS RE-
* * * sembled a great war in which one side 
YOUNG DAFOE WAS REARED IN loses battle after battle, but emerges tri .. 
an atmosphere of intense conservatism. umphant in the end. His economic ideas, 
His family were United Empire Loyal- once rejected, are now finding acceptance 
ists (the Dionne's doctor is a distant cou- among thinking men all over the world. 
sin) and mov:ed into Canada after the The imperialism which he consistently 
'American Revolution and settled in the opposed, but which seemed to be gaining. 
Ottawa valley. The boy attended a country ground in spite of him, has been succeed .. 
school in such time as could be spared ed in the British system to the present 
from the work of the farm, and at the asssociation of independent common-
age of 14, "being the only learned person wealths, and it is apparent that imperial .. 
within many miles," he started teaching. ism everywhere is on the way out. And as 
After about four years of teaching, dur- the validity of Dafoe's warning of war 
ing which he had read voraciously, he has been conspicuously demonstrated, 
got a job as reporter for the Montreal great national leaders are now preaching 
Star and presently was assigned to report the doctrine of liberal world relation 
the parliamentary debates at Ottawa. which he has urged for years. 
* * * * * * 
HIS READING HAD PARTLY UN- THOROUGHLY·LIBERAL AS HE IS, 
oermined the Tory philos·ophy of his Dr. _Dafoe _is not. a visionary or a faddist. 
earlier years and the parliamentary de- · He is a pams!akmg s!udent and a practic-
ba tes finished the job. He became as lib- al ,!1"1an. 0! him the b10grapher says: 
eral as his family had been conservative, Essentially Dafoe represents the land, 
and his entire life has been one of intense the man on the land, the man Who must 
and progressive liberalism. He became d~pend on world I'l'!-ar~e.ts fo_r the sale of 
editor of the Winnipeg Free Press in 1901, ~1~ products,- and md1v1duallst .man who 
and in that position he has labored un- hved more tha~ any oth~r by his own ef-
ceasingly for liberalism in thought, in forts and survives by. h_1s o~n character. 
trade and in all human r~lations, for It was out_ _of the prairie soil that Dafo~ 
Canada, for the Brtiish empjre and for g;'ew. H~ Is the spokesman of the pra1-
the world. ries, seemg the ·w~rld in terms of indi-
. vidual human beings, in the right of the 
young to grow up as he did-free." 

WARDEN JAME.SON OF THE SOUTH 
Dakota penitentiary has at last been able 
to arrange for the loan of an electric 
chair for the execution of two criminals. 
After hunting the coun-
try over he arranged 
for the use of the Illi-
noi.s-- chair. What's so 
technical about an elec-
tric chair? Its purpose 
is to put a criminal to 
death. Any electrician 
ought to be able in a 
few hours to fix up a 
set of wires and gad-
gets that would do the 
job perfectly. Anyone 
who has monkeyed 
around the coil of a Davies. 
gasoline engine can appreciate the sim-
plicity of the thing. Even the shock that 
you get from touching the wrong end of a 
coil makes you think of a stroke of light-
ening. 
* 1ft * 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE OR· 
ganization of women's auxiliary army 
corps there has been expressed some 
anxiety over women's voices. The ques-
tion is whether or not the voice. of a 
woman officer has sufficient carrying 
power to give her commands the neces-
sary authority. Ezra Spoopendyke can 
see no reason for worrying. He says he 
has been hearing his wife Lucinda give · 
orders for 40 years or more, and she never 
has to give an order twice. When she 
tells him to do a thing he does it right 
1lhen and there. It's the expression she 
puts into it. 
* * * 
~ RESEARCHER WHO HAS BEEN 
measuring Chicago's noises says the city 
must quiet down for the duratiqn of the 
war or nobody will be able to hear the si· 
rens when they sound air raid warnings. 
* * * 
'.ANNOUNCEMENT HAS BEEN MADE 
that while /women who enter St. Peter's 
cathedral in Rome are expected to be 
modestly dressed, those who are unable 
to afford stockings will be permitted to 
enter the sacred edifice without them. 
* * * 
I HAVEN'T THE SLIGHTEST IDEA 
that the city of Grand Forks will be 
bombed by the Japs, or by anybody else. 
As a very small boy I attended a board-
Ing school in Canada while there were 
still rumors of the possibility of fenian 
Invasion. The school was on a low hill 
with a broad, flat valley about two miles 
wide between it and the city. On the 
farther side of the city was another hill, 
quite high. One of the older boys in the 
~chool volunteered the opinion that ft 
the Fenians should come and should 
iJlant a cannon on that hill the other side 
Df town, they could shoot up our school-
house. That gave me great concern, and I 
P,ent to bed many nights with visions of 
cannonballs crashing into our building. 
rust why anyone should think it worth 
while to wreck our schoolhouse was a 
JUNUcm tut d1C1.n1t occ:41 to mi. A.net wJll 
sliould an enemy waste bombs on a 
small residential city like Grand Forks 
when a single bomb dropped on a Minne-
apolis munitions plant or a Duluth dock 
would be more useful to the enemy than 
the leveling of every building in Grand 
Forks? The thing against which every 
small inland city needs to be particularly 
on guard is not bombing, but sabotage in 
Its various torms. 
* * * 
SEVENTEEN PERSONS WERE TEM-
porarily incapacitated in New York by 
chlorine gas left over from World war 
No. L Several gas containers in Colum-
bia's college of pharmacy were being 
moved out of storage to be junked. When 
the valve of one was opened the tank was 
found to contain a small quantity of gas. 
The valve uck and the flow of gas con-
tinued and fore it could be got under 
control 17 p rsons were sent to the hospi-
tal. 
* * 
SHORTA 0, GLASS IS FORECAST 
and hereaft if you haven't an empty 
milk bottle exchange for a filled one 
you wm pa for the bottle. There must 
be a lot of ass lying around loose, and 
some day th wlll begin collecting it. A 
pretty good ule is not to throw away 
anything that will not spoil. It may come 
in handy befo the war is over. 
' ' 
. IN THE JULY ATLANTIC MONTHLY 
an article entitled "Law and Manners," 
~hich . the magazine first published in 
iuly, 1924, 8:nd which is now republished 
lieca use of the belief 
t~at the thoughts 
~hich it expresses are 
peculiarly appropriate 
tq the present time. It 
i~. the text of an ad-
~ress delivered by Lord 
Moulton, an erpin~nt 
British jurist and par-
liamentarian, who was 
British minister of 
munitions at the out-
break of the first 
[VVorld War. ·The theme Davies. 
is that "obedience to the unenforceable" 
ds the great unwritten law in; anY. de-
m.ocracy. 
* * * 
IN THAT ADDRESS LORD MOUL· 
ton describes the three great domains 
~:f human action. 
· "First,'' he says, "comes the domain 
~f positive law, where our actions pres-
cribed by _laws must be obeyed. Next 
•omes the domain of free choice, which 
includes all those actions as to which 
~e claim and enjoy complete freedom. 
l3ut between these two there is a third 
large and important domain in which 
\here rules neither positive law nor ab-
•ol u te freedom. In that domain there is 
:no law which inexorably determines our 
·- ~ourse of action, and yet we feel that 
rwe are not free to -choose as we would." 
* * * 
IN HIS SERVICE AS A JUDGE, SAYS 
the speaker, he has spent his life de-
~miting the ~frontier which divides the 
domain of the unenforceable from the 
realm of positive law. Frequently he 
has had to decide whether the law could 
•ay "you must," or had regretfully to 
.t1ay "I must leave it to you." An~ he 
M7ould by no means bring that great 
middle ground within the jurisdiction of 
ositive law, for it is in that d main of 
anners that · democracy flouri hes. It 
there that one does what h should 
alt~ough he is not obliged to do it. 
* * * 
THROUGHOUT HUMAN HI TORY, 
ffl'O conflicting attitudes have str ggled 
for supremacy. O.ne would regulate lifel 
according to a prearranged pattern and 
require conformity to that pattern in , 
action, speech and thought. If it is dis- I 
cov~red that there is some object not 
·covered by rigorous statute, someone 
rises to proclaim "There should be a 
law." And laws have. been made, at-
tempting to apply compulsion to every 
phase of life. The state, sometimes re-
presented by a single dictator and some· 
times by a popular majority, has assert-
ed supremacy in every field and de-
manded obedience, with the alternative 
of severe penalties. To the extent that 
this tendency has been successful in spe-
cific cases the result has been the de-
velopment of communities of serfs. For-
tunately its success has never been 
more than temporary. 
* * * r, 
THE CONTRASTING ATTITUDE IS 
that in which all compulsions of law are 
thrown overboard and the individual is 
left free to do exactly as he chooses. 
Sometimes that attitude has found ex-
pression in protest against the compul-
sions of extreme legalism. Sometimes it 
represents merely the dreams of vision-
aries. But, like its opposite, wherever it 
has been tried it has failed. The lawless 
mob, reacting against an law, itself be-
comes a merciless tyrant. 
* * * 
DEMOCRACY . RECOGNIZES . AND 
accepts the restraints of formal law. 
It demands for its · members perfect 
freedom within certain fields of per-
sonal action and relationship. But it 
lives and breathes in a vast middle area 
where choice is made without compul-
sion of statute, but where obedience to 
the unenforceable is the habit of life. If[ 
it were not so our democracy would be a 
dismal failure. 
* * * 
IN THIS WAR PERIOD IT IS NECES· 
sary to proclaim certain mandates and 
to appli certain restraints. Personal 
freedom is circumscribed. But if the 
war effort of the e battled United Na-
tions , were confined to the things that 
the peoplr must do, ·uer would speedily 
achieve the conquest of . the world. It is 
in willin obedience to the unenforce-
able that the hope of the world rests~ 

NO MA TrER HOW COLD OR HOW 
hit it gets, it seems that at some time in 
the past it was colder, or hotter. Friends 
have commented to Mrs. J. D. Hovey of 
Tolna on the chilly 
weather of this sum-
mer, and have asked if 
she recalls as cold a 
summer since her ar-
rival in the state in 
1882. In reply Mrs.· Ho-
vey tells of the Fourth 
of July in 1882. She 
writes: 
"At that time we 
1(she and her husband) 
were working for Tom 
Edison near Mccanna, 
an¢! he told Mr. Hovey Davies. . 
that if we wanted to go to Larimore we 
might hitch up a span of Norman mares 
to a new lumber wagon, put on some 
spring seats, put in some hay. and go. 
~hat team cost $600 in Waverly, Iowa, 
and the wagon nearly $200, so we went 
in style. 
* * * 
''WE WERE TO ·BUY OUR DINNERS 
in Larimore, but there had been a fire a 
few days before, and the most I remember 
was rlce pudding frosted with ashes. We 
heard there was a picnic out at Leavitt's 
grove, a few miles out, so we hitched up 
and went and got there just in time for 
lunch. There were boilers full of cof-
fee, Arbuckle's, I think, clothes baskets 
of ham sandwiches, dish pans of pickles, 
and a daI?,cing pavilion floored with 16-
foot boards, but it was more fun to watch 
them hop around than it was to try it 
yourself. But on the way home we nearly 
froze to death and there was a light 
:frost that night." 
* * * 
ACCORDING TO MRS. HOVEY'S 
figures that team and wagon cost about 
$800. Things were not as cheap in pioneer 
days as people sometimes think. In those 
early years Iowa was a great source of 
supply for farm motive power. ~housands 
of hors s were shipped from that state to 
Dakota territory. Another source of sup-
ply now pretty well forgotten was the 
city of Chicago. From the Chicago street 
car companies . were shipped to Dakota 
great numb.ers of horses whose feet had 
given out on the Chicago pavements. 
Unfit for that work they served well on 
the prairie farms where the soft earth 
made the going comfortable. 
* * * 
ALSO USED IN DAKOTA FARMS 
to some extent were mustangs from the 
western ranges. Usually they were small 
and too light for really heavy work, and, 
fresh from the ranges and unbroken they 
were full of tricks. But they were wirey 
I 
and tough and were capable of a sur-
prising amount of work. 
* * * 
SEVERAL WRITERS ON GARDEN 
topics recommend the use of brush · or 
string instead of wire as supports for 
sweet peas. The idea is that on a hot day 
wire becomes so heated that it injures the 
plants. I suppose that from the stand-
point of the plants either brush or string 
.would be all right, but brush is awkward 
to handle, and unsightly. String will do 
quite well, though it shrinks and stretches 
with weather cha·nges and usually must 
be renewed each year. 
* * * 
I DON'T THINK -THERE IS MUCH 
in the notion that wire burns the plants.
1 
Even if a top tendrip is scorched, which 
will not happen often, no great harm is 
done, as the lower tendrile will hold the 
vine erect until it gets a fresh hold. And 
the lower wires are covered with foli-
age so that they are not exposed to the 
direct rays of the ·sun. 
. * * * 
MY FRIEND DAVID FAIRWEATHER 
is experimenting with sweet peas the 
seed of which was soaked in kerosene. 
The seed germinated all right and early in 
the season the young plants were strong 
and thrity. I must investigate and find 
out what the later results are. 
* * * 
THE MOST COMMON INSECT ENE-
my of sweet peas is the a phis, usually 
green, but it is easily controlled by time-
ly and frequent spraying with nicotine 
1 
sulphate. The greatest trouble is with 
some sort of blight which starts from the 
roots and presently turns the entire vine 
brown and stunts its growth. 
ANNOUNCEMENT BY ONE OF THE 
big. rubber companies of a tubeless tire 
for automobiles recalls that brief period 
40 or 50 years ago when what was. called 
the cushion tire was 
supposed to be the com· 
ing thing for bicycles. 
It was considerably 
larger than the regular 
bicycle tire and was 
made entirely of rub-
ber. Running through 
it was a hole an inch or 
so in diameter. The 
shocks of travel were 
absorbed by the elas-
ticity of the rubber 
rather than by the air 
which it contained. Be-
D~vles 
cause oi the thickness of the rubber it 
was practically puncture proof, and if it 
happened to be punctured that made no 
difference, for the elasticity of the rub· 
her was not affected. The cushion tire 
I ted only a short time. From the stand· 
point of cpmfort it was as good as the 
pneumatic tire, but it was heavy, and the 
demand was for lightness in bicycles. 
* * * 
REPRESENTA'I'IVE MAY IS SURE 
the war will end this year, or next year 
t the latest. His statement, he says, is 
based on private information. It may be 
remembered that the late Senator Borah 
had private information that there 
. wouldn't be any war at all. Senator Nye 
also was sure there wouldn't be a war, 
but I don't recall that he professed to 
have any inside information about it. 
* * * 
PROBABLY CONGRESSMAN MAY 
J.{nows as much, and as little, about when 
the war will end as any other civilian 
does. And neither the heads of govern-
ments nor the commanders of armies and 
navies can do any better than guess when 
the war will end, and their best gusses 
are more likely to be wrong than right. 
It is reasonably safe, however, to say that 
the war will not ~nd unti Britain and 
the United States have invaded the Euro-
pean continept with the greatest expedi· 
tionary force that ever was assembled, a 
force overwhelming in numbers, tho-
roughly equipped with planes, tanks and 
all the other implements of war and serv-
ed with an endless supply of materials 
from ritain and ; from across tne Atlan• 
tic, w th the sea lanes kept open by a 
naval force capabJe of dealing with any 
enemy. Then, when the invaders have 
held their ground and have defeated the 
German armies on German soil, we can 
look fo:rward with conftdence to the early 
termination of the war. Preparation · for 
such an undertaking is under way, but 
it will not be completed nex week or 
next month. 
* * * 
SUNDAY'S HERALD HAD A FULL 
page of wedding announcements. Every 
newspaper has slathers of them. One won• 
ders if the supply of brides and grooms 
will not soon be exhausted. Still, that : 
sort of thing has been going on for a 
long time. 
* * * 
I PICKED UP A FRAGMENT OF AN 
old farm and garden paper and on it I 
found a glowing account of the wonders 
achieved in gardening by the use of pa-
per mulch. The date of the paper had 
been torn off, but it was several years 
old. Many will recall the paper mulch 
idea when reminded of it, otherwise they 
wouldn't think of it. The mulch paper 
somewhat resembled building paper in 
texture. It came in rolls in assorted 
widths and the idea was to spread it on 
the ground between rows of , vegetables 
to conserve moisture and prevent the 
growth of weeds .. The ground so covered, 
we were told, needed no cultivation. It 
just took care of itself. 
* * * 
THERE WAS A LITTLE FLURRY OF 
interest in paper mulching, and then it 
dropped out of sight. Mulching has its 
proper place in the garden under so~e 
· conditions and for some purposes, but I 
never thought of paper mulching as a 
satisfactory substitute for cultivation. 
Stirring the son does something to it that 
is gqod for plants, and · sealing it up her-
metically doesn't seem like a good plan. 
* * * 
CARETAKER DURICK OF CENTRAL 
park says that in the fine flower garden 
there he he has had more trouble this 
season . with insect pests than for many 
years. My experience has been exactly 
opposite. Insects have troubled me less 
this year than us al. I wonder why this 
difference. Might the proximity of the 
park trees have ything to do with it? 


EVERY DISPLAY . ADVERTISEMENT · formulated by Vice Presitlent Wallace, 
, Id is devoted to the pur- . Undersecretary Sumner Welles and Her-
In today s Hera bert Hoover and Hugh Gibson in the book 
chase of war stamps and bonds. Grand of which they are joint authors. It is sig-
Forks business men are standing behind nificant that men who have been so far 
the government in its :1part on so many questions of domestic 
war effort. They real- policy are practically a unit in their at-
ize that only through titude toward the post-war . problems 
the complete victory of which the nation and the world must 
the United Nations in s~on face. 
this war can the world 
be made a fit dwelling 
place for free men and 
women, and that no 
matter what the cost 
in dollars or personal 
sacrifice, victory must 
be achieved. They un-
derstand that the more 
Davies. 
quickly that victory is brought about, the 
less will be its financial cost and the few-
er will be the human lives lost in the ef-
fort. They know that the cost of the war 
will be enormous and that all loyal citi-
zens m~st be prepared to pay their share 
of that cost. 
* * * 
THE GOVERNMENT FINANCES ITS 
war activities in two ways, by taxation 
·and by borro~ing. Taxes must be paid 
at increasingly higher rates, but the driye 
for sale of war bonds is not a tax move-
ment. Every bond · sold represents an in-
vestment by the purchaser, an invest-
ment . the most secure of any in the 
world and one which yields returns ' , 
greater than any other investment of ap-
proximately like security. The people of 
the nation, men and women alike, are in-
vited and urged to make this investment, 
and to continue making it out of income 
as received. On the response made, de-
pends the method which the government 
will employ in its war financing in the 
future. If the sale of bonds falls short of 
requirements, the necessary funds must 
and will be raised by direct taxation. 
* * * 
IN ms BROADCAST SPEECH ~N 
Thursday night Secretary Hull outlined 
the basic principles which must underlie 
the reconstruction of the world after this 
war is over. His outline corresponded in 
its general features to those previously 
* * * 
THE BLUNT AND TRAGIC FACTS. 
which confront us today have. demon-
strated if demonstration were needed, , . 
that there can be no- such thing in this 
world as national isolation. Living with 
and among our neighbors, we are sub-
jected to a variety of conditions not alto-
gether of our own making, and we must 
be prepared to take our part in the crea-
tion of world conditions which will be 
tolerable, not only for ourselves, but for 
our neighbors. 
* * * 
IN HIS ADDRESS SECRETARY HULL 
emphasized one point which other emin-
ent speakers and writers have not dis-
cussed. He made the flat assertion that 
under the conditions which dictators 
have forced upon us there can be no such 
thing as real neutrality. It may be as-
sumed that this portion of his address 
was intended specifically to some of the 
South American . nations, especially Ar-
gentina. Under its present president the 
Argentine government has undertaken to 
maintain friendly relations with Germ-
any. It · would be as reasonable for some 
members of a community to try to main-
tain friendly relations with a murderer 
at large. whom decent citizens are trying 
to capture and subdue. 
* * * 
MEAT IS SCARCE AND BECOMING 
scarcer in the eastern states. There are 
plenty of meat animals in the country, 
but packers say that at the ceiling prices 
which have been fixed for. their products 
they cannot pay the high prices that are 
asked for cattle and hogs, on which there 
is no ceiling. This is another illustration 
of the impossibility of fixing and holding 
prices of some commodities unless price 
fixing is made the rule all along the line. 
I HAD A PLEASANT CALL THE 
other day from Louis Campbell, for many 
years a resident of Grand Forks, but 
now of Minneapolis. In Grand Forks he 
was secretary of the lo-
cal Brick company and 
later was associated 
w i t h the Robertson 
Lumber Co. He is now 
president of the Strut-
wear ~ttlng Co., man-
ufacturers of a general 
line of knit goods. 
Thus, in his several 
lines of business, he 
has become familiar 
with brick, lumber and 
knitted clothing. The 
war, says Mr. Camp- Davies 
~~ has affected his business as it has 
aln1ost all others. A year ago, when he 
visited Grand Forks his company was 
employing 1,000 work people. Now the 
number has shrunk to 600. This shrink-
age is due to inability to obtain many 
kinds of material. The war with Japan, 
of course, but an end to the importation 
of silk, so the knitting of silk hosiery, had 
to be discontinued. While nylon is a do-
mestic product, the materials entering 
Into it are needed tor war purposes. Thus 
far the supply of rayon is sufficient to 
meet requirements. 
* * * 
WOOL HAS BECOME INCREASING-
iy 1carce because of army ana navy de-
mands and the difficulty of obtaining 
some kinds ot imported wool. Cotton is 
scarce, for while there is abundance of 
raw cotton many of the processing 
plants have been turned over to war uses. 
The Strutwear company has recently 
been awarded a contract by the govern-
ment to manufacture 25,000 pairs of army 
trousers. On this contract the govern-
ment provides the material and the com- I 
pany supplies the labor. 
* * * 
I WAS INTERESTED IN MR. CAMP· [ 
bell's visit to Ontario, accompanied by I 
Mrs. Campbell. Both are natives of On-
tario, Mr. Campbell of Harrison and Mrs. 
Campbell of Wroxeter, both localities be-
Ing familiar to me. Near Harriston Louis 
visited the farm on which he was born 
and from which he came west at the age 
of 9. Several relatives live in the vicinity, 
and the old farm is still owned and occu-
pied by members of the family, the pres-
ent owners being of the fourth genera-
tion of Campbells wlto have made their 
home there. We hear sometimes ~f run-
down, dilapidated eastern farms, but the 
Campbell farm is not of that type. Louis 
sys that everything about it speaks of 
comfort and prosperity. The buildings 
are ample and in perfect condition. Every : 
field has the mark of fertility; cattle are 
sleek and fat and the whole environment 
is one of abundance. This condition, says 
Louis, prevails generally throughout that 
area. I 
* * * 
TRAVELING TO THE SOUTHERN 
part of the province to visit other rela-
tives at Simcoe the Campbells passed 
through Brantford, and Louis showed me 
his road map with Brantford marked as 
a place to inspect, for he remembered that 
it was my home town. One thing that im-
pressed Louis about the place was the 
number of brick houses. Having been in 
the brick business that would interest 
him. He recalls that when he was in that 
business Denver was designated by the 
trade as the brick city of America, but he 
thinks the proportion of brick houses in 
Brantford is greater than in Denver. 
* * * I RECALL THAT ON MY FIRST 
visit to Chicago I was struck by the num-
ber of wooden houses in the residence 
districts. Residences that had evidently 
cost a lot of money were built of wood, 
which to me gave the city a flimsy and 
unsubstantial appearance. In my town 
anyone who wanted to build a real house 
built it of brick. 
* * * 
THE ALMOST UNIVERSAL USE OF 
brick in Brantford was due to the fact 
that in the vicinity were inexhaustible 
quantities of excellent brick clay. Many 
carloads of Brantford brick were ship-
ped to Winnipeg when the first boom 
struck that city. On the other hand; Galt 
and Guelph, respectively about 30 and 60 
miles north, were built almost entirely of 
stone. Near those cities there is little brick 
clay, but vast quantities of granite. The 
people in each place used the building 
· t w arest to them. 
LOOKING THROUGH THE ATUR-
~ay Evening Post the other day Fred 
~oodman found an editorial entitled "The 
beeline of Apple Pie." The title interest-
ed him immediatelyj 
tf or he came from an 
apple country, namely, 
northern New York, 
and he has long been-of 
ithe opinion that apple 
pie has deteriorated 
sadly since his boy-
hood, Not long ago he 
found apple pie on a 
restaurant menu. 
"Is that pie made of 
fresh apples or canned 
apples?" he asked. 
"Canned apples," re- Davies. 
plied the waitress. 
"Not for me!" said Goodman. "Bring 
me something else, anything else, but not 
pie made of canned apples." 
* * * 
THE POST WRITER SEEMS TO 
have the same idea. He says: 
"Just how our hotels and restaurants 
arrived at the abortion which they mis-
takingly list on the menu as apple pie is 
one of the major mysteries of the past 
20 years. It is surprising that an indig-
nant populace hasn't sought a court in-
junction.'.' 
. AS TO HOW AN APPLE PIE SHOULD 
be built the Post man says: 
sho d be cooked before putting them 
into the crust, resulting in a spiritless 
concoction which, if it had appeared at 
an old-fashioned country-school pie sup-
per would have brought about the ostra-
cism of its creator. And, again it is ~aid 
that if the proper recipe for apple pie had 
been written into the Bill of Rights, as it 
should have been,' we could demand that 
the FBI take immediate action. 
* * * 
CONCERNING APPLE PIE I AM EN~ 
tirely in sympathy with Goodman and the 
Post man, but the Post writer overlooked 
one thing, namely, that in order to make 
real apple pie it is necessary to have good 
apples. And the place ·to find those ap-
ples is around Goodman's old home at 
Glen's Falls, New York, through the 
southern Ontario peninsula where I once 
gathered apples, and on into Michigan. 
There may be good. apples g~own in Ohio 
and Indiana, but I have my doubts. 
* * * 
THOSE EASTERN APPLES MAY 
not be as pretty as those grown in Wash-
ington and Oregon, but they have a flavor 
that irrigation cannot duplicate, and it is 
the flavor that counts in a pie. The west-
ern men have been better salesmen than 
the eastern growers, and western apples 
aimost monopolize the market. Probably 
it is their lack of flavor that has led to 
the practice of messing up apple pie with 
lemon and conglomerations of spices. It 
is necessary to give it flavor of soine 
kind. As to crust, whether criss-cross or 
plain, that may be left to the taste of the 
a:ctist in the kitchen. 
"Applie pie, properly compounded of 
fresh, thinly sliced apples, sugar and 
spices-with flaky strips of brown crust 
criss-crossed over the top-is one of our 
noblest ~mericari institutions. Within it 
there ls all the generous flavor put there ' 
by the wind and the blue sky and the 
gentle rains of summertime. It balances 
* * * 
AS TO VARIETIES OF APPLES, 
there were many which I remember well, 
and I am sure that th~y were familiar to 
Goodman. First came the early harvest 
apples which were of many kinds, which 
were good for eating, but wouldn't keep 
long. Then there were the snow apples, 
with bright red skins and very white 
pulp, which were good for eating and 
baking, but not for pie. Tallman sweets 
served similar purposes. In the early fall 
there came the Pippins, of a dozen differ-
ent varieties, all tart, juicy and good for 
cooking in any way. Finally, there were 
the winter apples, which matured late and 
improved with keeping until late next 
spring. Or there were the greenings, spys, 
russets and a lot of others. All of these 
are grown in the west, but they have to 
be grown in the right place to be right. 
And the right place is that stretch of 
country which Goodman and I knew when 
we were boys, and were we ate apple pie 
that went exactly to the right spot. 
a good many of the shortcomings of this 
confused world." 
* * * 
THE POST MAN WONDER HOW 
ehefs came by the . notion tha apples 
ON JUST WHAT BASIS ANYONE having studied the matter with due care 
now announce that by all means an 
incendiary bomb should be given a jet 
of water from a hose, but that it should 
not be sprayed. That makes one think 
of the candidate for a position of school 
teacher in an old backwoods district. Ao. 
cording to custom he was examined as 
to his qualifications by the local school 
board. Asked the shape of the earth he 
replied "Some like it round and . some 
likes it flat, so I generally teach it both 
ways." 
ndertakes to establish a quota for the 
eollection of old rubber, scrap metal or 
anything else in a particular community 
ls a mystery, I1 a per-
son happens to have an 
old tire or a leaky hot 
water ,.bag he can turn 
them in. I1 he has no 
old rubber he can turn 
none in. One farmer 
may have a lot of old 
Iron kicking around 
while his neighbor has 
none. The fact that the 
latter adds nothing to 
the collection ls no re-
tlection on his patriot- D-avtea 
!sm. It he hasn't the 
tuff he can't deliver it. 
* * * 
AGES AGO moN WAS OBTAINED 
lrom ore by the use of crude furnaces 
which were not unlike a blacksmith's 
forge. Ore and charcoal were placed in 
the force and air was blown in through 
a bellows. The result was a mass · of soft, 
spongy Iron mized with slag. The slag 
was removed by hammering. The result-
ant iron was what is ~nown as wrought 
Iron, which ls ductile, whe~ cast iron 
11 brittle. Demand for iron for war pur-
iwsses has caused a revival of th& old 
process of smelting, and several com-
panies are now treating low grade ore 
In ways essentially the same as those 
~d by primitive man many centuries 
ago. This method will not take the place 
of any of the more modern methods, 
but will supplement them. It is estimat-
ed that many thousand tons of Iron can 
be produced in this way, to be used later 
!n the manufacture of steel. 
* * * 
A FEW WEEKS AGO WE WERE 
told that the way to deal with an incen-
ctlary bomb was to spray it with water, 
but by np means direct a jet of water 
on it or douse it with water from a pail. 
Tlt'ese other methods were said to be 
sure to cau•e explosions. The authorities 
* * * 
A SAll.OR ON A QUIZ PROGRAM \ 
the other night was unable to answer / 
the question "What member of President 
Roosevelt's cabinet was once publisher of 
the Chicago Dally News?" Apparently 
Secretary Knox hasn't had himself well 
publicized among his navy men. 
* * * 
C. J. HERRINGER, WHO OPERATES 
a Herald llnotype machine but lives in 
East Grand Forks, has a pair of. wrens 
in his yard which resent the approach 
of anyone too close to their house. The 
birds make no bones of attacking any-
one who co:,;nes too near to suit them. 
With human adults that is entertaining 
and not particularly dangerous. But the 
Herringers also have a puppy which has 
not yet developed a sound philosophy 
with respect to birds. The other day the 
family heard cries of distress comin 
from the yard, and on Investigating found 
the puppy cornered, with the wrens ad-
ministering severe punishment. He had 
gone too near the nest. 
* * * 
GEORGE WASHINGTON IS HELP-
i:og Attorney General Biddle in the gov-
ernment's case against the eight ~bo-
teurs. This assistant is a direct descend-
ant of the first president's brother. In 
his family there is also a relationship 
to the Lincolns, as one member was a 
cousin of Abraham Lincoln's wife, Mary 
Todd Lincoln. · · 
* * * 
NOW, WHEN CHARACTERS ARE SO 
assailed that one is tempted to wonder 
If there is any good in humanity, it is 
a pleasure to run across a bit of verse 
like this from Sara Henderson Hay: 
ON MAN'S BEHALF 
Despite man's grievous ravaging of man, 
For all the bloody mark upon his brow, 
Give him his due. Remembering he began 
A weaker beast than most, behold him 
now. 
Is it not past believing that he stands 
Straddling the world? Is it not past belief 
That he should take the lightning in his 
hands, 
That he should hold the seas themselves 
in fief? 
He can draw out Leviathan with a hook. 
He sets his flimsy heel upon the cloud. 
For all his violence, his perversity, 
Hail what he is, and hail what he shall be. 
Pity his crimes against himself, but look 
· ble creature and be proud! 
NORTH DAKOTA IS VER~ MUCH -A 
grain-growing state. According to present 
prospects the state's grain crop this year 
will be· one of the largest, if not the larg-
est on record. But grain 
crop ever produced in the United States 
will be marketed. The · number of swine 
is placed at 105,000,000 as compared with 
85,000,000 in 1926. North Dakota will pro-
duce 1,248,000, an increase of 53 per cent 
over 1941. 
growing is but one of * * * 
the state's industries. OCCASIONAL RETURNS FROM THE 
The livestock industry sale of live stock are interesting. Only 
is of major importance, a few ·days ago R. C. Switzer of Hamil-
and it is growing year ton showed me a sales slip on which was 
by year. The western recorded 'the' price -which he had received 
ranges produc~ many for the two hogs which he brought to 
thousands of cattle, and market. Those two hogs brought a few 
in recent years atten- cents over $112. Mr. Switzer has other 
tion has been given to ·hogs . on his farm, quite a lot of them. In 
the quality as well as response to my remark that he wouldn't 
the number of range m~ed to go hungry this winter he agreed, 
cattle. Careful breeding Davies, but said that · with hogs at . present prices 
has- resulted in great he didn't know whether .he · could afford 
herds of high-grade cattle on ranges to eat pork or not. 
where years ago the animals were lean 
h kt *· * * and lank, grading poorly on t e mar e . 
MR. SWITZER CAUGHT ME WITH A 
* * * money question that was quite new to 
THE DRY YEARS WERE HARD ON me, but which the rest of you may have 
range cattle, and in many cases whole heard. "Have you seen -the new 'silver 
herds of fine animals were sacrificed be- money they are coining?'' he asked. 
cause of shortage of feed. But many farm- "Three silver pieces to the dollar.'' I said 
ers and cattle men were able to retain a I hadn',t heard of it. Have you? 
few good animals, and they are now being * * * 
rewarded by the excellent quality· of their WITH BEEF SCARCE IN THE EAST, 
growing herds. This year has been an 
ideal one for the cattle men, as forage is as it is reported to be, and with ration-
abundant everywhere in the state. ing in prospect, our eastern friends will / 
be eating rare beef, whether they like it 
* * · * that way or not-provided they can get / 
NOT ONLY ARE FINE CATTLE BE· it. 
ing produced on the ranges and sold di· 
rect to the packers, but animals that have [ 
been given a good start on the ranges are 
being finished on the product of the grain 
fields especially in the eastern part of 
the state. There is a feeders' association 
with headquarters in Fargo which has 
members all through the valley. The as-
sociation assists its members in . obtain-
ing feeder cattle from the- west and in 
marketing the _finished animals. 
* * * 
A BULLETIN ISSUED BY THE ASSQ .. 
ciation says that North Dakota is ap-
proaching the high of 1,875,000 head . of 
beef animals of 1934. Presept numbers 
are 1,600,000. Indications show a · 500,000 
head marketing as compared . with the 
653,000 head asked for by the govern-
ment. Retention of breeding stock will 
prevent the reaching the government 
goals. 
* * * 
THIS YEAR THE LARGEST PIG 
